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Annual Report 

Our excellent delivery of high-quality media services across various 

media platforms has helped us address many community issues and 

bridge the gap between NGOs and the public. 
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Message from Executive Director 

Raising the Bar….. 

Over the past 12months, it is amazing to see Media For Community 

Change truly raise the bar as an organization, for our team members 

and partners across the world. While the obstacles have been many – 

from a persistently tough fundraising climate to discouraging public 

misperceptions about the role and value of development and 

humanitarian assistance. What has shone through for our organization 

is the steadfast commitment to ensure that the voices of poor and 

vulnerable people across the world are heard by policy makers and 

swift actions are taken. 

At Media For Community Change Initiative, we have faced our share of 

challenges in the last few months, as a couple of other organizations 

too. I am pleased to report that, thanks to the hard work and 

dedication of MFCC’s team and all of our extended family who 

participate in the working groups and other key initiatives, we saw few 

but notable successes in the last 12months. 

MFCC’s partnership with Italy-based organization, Uyolo, Documenting some of the Nigerian 

projects of UK-based charity organization, Hope Spring International, Partnership with Swiss 

Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) through Blue Luxury Investments to set a new 

Guinness World Record for Climate Action; while I can’t exhaust the list of our achievements, these 

few readily comes to mind. 

The year also saw the evolution of the Maximizing New Media For Achieving Sustainable 

Development Goals, a program which was hosted by MFCC, which mobilized over 30 representative 

of different organizations (for profit & non for profit) from our over 10 states in Nigeria to learn 

how they can grow and scale their organization using new media.  

MFCC worked conscientiously with different organizations to develop consensus around themes of 

mutual importance, such as giving voice to the marginalized, accountability and transparency of 

policy makers. Our staff has worked tirelessly to raise the voice and profile of the marginalized with 

the Nigeria government, the international community and beyond. 

As we move forward in 2019 and beyond, I am proud of what MFCC accomplished in 2018 and 

excited about the future. Our team is strong and vibrant, and together we will continue our efforts 

to give voice to the marginalized, uphold human rights, safeguard a sustainable planet and ensure 

human dignity for poor and vulnerable populations worldwide.   

 

Jimoh Oluwatobi Segun 

Executive Director 

Jimoh Oluwatobi Segun 

Executive Director, Media For 

Community Change Initiative 
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Mission 

Our mission is to bridge the gap between the marginalized, the media, and policy 

makers. 

Vision 
To be the world’s leading platform impartially spotlighting the challenges of local 

communities across Africa and connecting them to solutions providers. 

 

Programs 

NGOPodcast Show 

NGO Podcast aggregates the diverse and vigorous voices of global 

NGOs to inspire her thousands of audiences around the world. Our 

engaging interviews with founders and thought-leaders in the NGO 

space reaches thousands of listeners and probes looming 

challenges, opportunities and best practices. 

 

Non-profit Masterclass 

We train NGOs, CSOs, cooperate brands, and individuals on how to 

leverage the new media to scale up their activities. We also 

provide quality services as a consultant for companies to meet 

their media needs. 

  

NGOLive 

With NGOLive, we have close interaction with the marginalized 

and disadvantaged community sector. We partner with existing 

NGOs on various projects to broadcast and livestream their works, 

projects and events. 

  

NGOToday 

A magazine that profile NGOleaders, their works, and past 

projects. It broadly serves as a one-stop spot for news in the 

global NGO industry. 
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Our Guiding Principles: 

 

 

Operational Highlights: 
 

• 45, 000 virtual audience across three platforms 

• 3, 500 number of people reached in 10 communities 

• 35 persons trained directly 

• 15 Publications 

• 11 Events organized or co-organized 

• 9 organizations/projects supported 

• 7 partners (local and international organization)  

• 4 projects documented 

• 3 funding received 

 

 

These principles represent a clear statement of what we believe in 
at Media For Community Change, they define our goals and 
provide a focus for all our activities.

Professionalism

Dependability

Mentoring
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Our Strategy in Action 

 
Media For Community Change has seen the need for an unbiased mouthpiece of the less 

privileged and other marginalized groups across the scope of our work – particularly West 

Africa. 

As much as this could be ignored, we understand the ripple effect ignoring this cogent part of 

the society could cause the country, the continent and the entire world in few years’ times. 

The need to ensure peaceful coexistence among marginalized communities and a total 

communal growth for a safer and more peaceful world are two issues that stand out for Media 

For Community Change. 

Over a period of time, since we are leveraging the media to make the difference, it is our aim 

that the government’s attention is drawn towards how such little efforts as ours make the 

grand difference in helping the government achieve their aims of peacekeeping and equal 

treatment of their citizens. 

Our available resources, previously earned relevant training, media skills, and most 

important, our human attachment reassures the Media for Community Change team of high 

chances of success as we consistently continue to impact the identified communities and 

bridge the gap between the media, NGOs and the less privileged. 
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We know how efficient media as a tool is in reaching out to the world. As the producers of 

NGO Podcast and opportunity Update podcast, in recent years, we have been able to urge 

leaders to tell the world how they are contributing their quota to the betterment of the world 

and to before relevant real-time information to dedicated NGOs and individuals with heads 

buried in the field, respectively. 

Through NGO Podcast, we have brought the diverse and vigorous voices of global NGOs to 

people around the world. Engaging interviews with founders and leaders in the NGO 

community probe looming challenges, opportunities and best practices. 

Media remains one of the most innovative approaches to creating a sustainable change in this 

time and age and definitely, we are more objective and impact-focused. 
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Impact Story 1 

 

 

Chief Goni Philip 

Village Head, Zhidu Community, Abuja 

 

"I am very grateful to you for locating us in this (Zhidu) community, for identifying the lack of 

water as a huge challenge that we have been facing here over the years. Most especially, I am 

grateful that through this, we now have a concrete solution to this problem. With this 

borehole running in the middle of our community, henceforth, our children can easily get 

water without trekking many miles to the river. Our mothers can devote more time to their 

family, their businesses and other productive activities. In summary, our people are very 

happy with this borehole project." 

I had this conversation with Chief Goni Philip, the village head of Zhidu Community in October 

2018; today, I feel a chill on my nerve as I write this. The pure gratitude and excitement that 

Chief Goni expressed that Wednesday morning gave my team a deep sense of fulfilment and 

consistently encourage us to do more at Media For Community Change Initiative. 
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Johnson had reached out to our Program 

Director, ‘Seyifunmi Adebote sharing his 

intention to drill a borehole to supply water 

for Zhidu Community in Lugbe Axis of 

Nigeria’s State Capital, Abuja. It was our 

pleasure to bring this to the notice of one of 

our partners – Hope Spring Water Charity, 

and in the space of 2 months the project was 

successfully carried out to impact over 5,000 

residents of the community. 

The video reached over 40, 000 people across 

the world and brought commendation from 

most of our partners and funders. 
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Impact Story 2 

 

We didn’t have to think too deeply before we agreed to be a part of WholeLife Initiative for 

Development in Africa’s project to create a library for Internally Displaced Students studying at the 

Camp David School in Abuja.  

Our program Director had a meeting with 

Hope Chimere is the Executive Director 

and we found the project’s objectives apt: 

• To increase the general level of 

basic literacy among displaced/ 

economically disadvantaged 

persons in FCT-Abuja and 

subsequently Nigeria as a whole; 

• To increase the level of enrollment 

and retention of internally 

displaced children in formal 

• education (Primary and 

Secondary school level); and 

• To promote career choices in 

STEM, Finance and Art among 

disadvantaged/displaced children 

in Abuja. 

WID-A Team at the official commissioning of the library 

 

For us at Media for Community Change, it was a pleasure to make available some financial 

contributions to ensure the project was a success, more important for us was the fact that the 

impact made from the project is handy and trackable. 

 

WID-Africa Empowerment through her project has reached out to over 3,000 (three thousand) 

children and impacted over 500 (five hundred) families in different communities providing a total 

of 1,315 (one thousand, three hundred and fifteen) books to Calvary Love Academy located in 

Jikwoyi Phase 2 Abuja. Subsequent programs by the organization birth a functional library for 

internally displaced/disadvantaged children resident in Area 1 and New Kuchingoro camps in 

Abuja, Nigeria. 
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Impact Story 3  

 

To advance Climate Action during the Conference of Parties (COP24) of the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in Poland; Media for Community 

Change Initiative, served as an implementing partner in Nigeria. In line with the Global 

Climate Change Youth Movement’s objective, we help beat the Guinness World Record 

2018 by engaging 1000 young people (ages 9 -20) to create 100’000 climate change 

postcards. 

This project was carried out with the support of Blue Luxury Investment and the Swiss 

Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC). It is a unique approach to engage children 

and youths to take immediate actions to stop global warming in line with the 2015 Paris 
Agreement. 
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Our Financial Report 

ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2018 

 

Income and Other Supports     # (Naira) 

Donations                  445,000.00 

Media Services       50,000.00 

Training Services      20,000.00 

Podcast Advertisement (NGO Podcast Show)   10,000.00 

Special Project Cost (Blue Luxury Investments)   52,500.00 

 

Total Revenue       577,500.00    

 

 

Expenses       # (Naira) 

Office Rent                  150,000.00 

Equipment Purchase & Maintenance               380,000.00   

Training Cost       40,000.00 

Travelling Expenses      45,700.00 

Volunteers Cost       37,000.00  

Bank Charges       12,000.00 

Adverts and Promotions     20,500.00 

Exchange Rate Differences     11,500.00     

General and Admin. Expenses     75,000.00 

Publications       55,900.00 

IT Related Expenses      35,000.00 

 

Total Expenses       862,600.00    
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Cash Balances       # (Naira) 

Golden Pro Inc.       10,000.00 

Blue Luxury Investments     20,000.00 

High School Network for Global Philanthropy    90,000.00 

 

Total         120,000.00 
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Appreciations 

Many Thanks To: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Rose G Keffas 

Special Adviser to 

SSAP – SDGs (The 

Presidency) - Nigeria 

Steve Mintz 

CEO, High School 

Network for Global 

Philanthropy - United 

States 

Audrey Solène 

Touboulic 

Head of partnerships, 

Uyolo - Italy 

 

Hamzat B. Lawal 

CEO, Connected 

Development, Nigeria 

 

Laz Ude Eze 

Executive Director, Pink 

Oak Trust – Nigeria. 

 

Maria Auma 

Founder & CEO, Blue 

Luxury Investments, 

Uganda 
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Executive Leadership 
We are proud of our achievements so far as an organization and we are excited about the future. 

Under this vibrant leadership and excellent team spirit, we will continue our efforts to give voices 
to the marginalized, uphold human rights, safeguard a sustainable planet and ensure human dignity 

for poor and vulnerable populations worldwide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Success Ojo 

Board Member 

Anthonia Obiora 

Board Member 

 

Jimoh Oluwatobi 

Segun 

Executive Director 

‘Seyifunmi Adebote  

Program Director 

 

Ekene May 

Team Member 

 

Zainab Usman 

Team Member 
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The Internet Knows A Little About MFCC 

• https://www.africaprimenews.com/2018/06/04/news/30-organizations-empowered-to-

leverage-new-media/ 

 

• https://www.iucn.org/news/commission-education-and-

communication/201812/creative-thinking-children-nigeria  

 

• https://thesheet.ng/30-organizations-empowered-leverage-new-media-click/ 

 

• http://www.newsequal.com.ng/2018/10/23/water-scarcity-u-k-based-ngo-sunk-

borehole-in-nigerian-community/ 

 

• https://www.thisdaylive.com/index.php/2018/10/25/water-facility-for-zhidu-

community/  

 

• https://mediaforcommunitychange.org/2018/10/15/mfcc-raised-the-voices-of-children-

in-nigeria-on-climate-change/ 

 

• https://www.uyolo.org/blog/copy-of-international-women-s-day-2-000-march-downtown 

 

• https://www.highschoolngoconnect.org/ngos.html 

 

 

Connect With Us: 

Twitter/Facebook/Instagram: @mediaforcc 

Telephone: (+234) 810-992-3440 | (+234) 813-097-9064 

Email: info@mediaforcommunitychange.org 
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We Need Your Help 
Your kindness helps lots of people have better lives. By supporting any of our projects, you will help 

give voice to the marginalized, and reduce poverty by bringing policy makers to address its root 
causes. We focus on total community transformation, creating change in one sector, which 

stimulates positive movement in others. Help give voice to the marginalized now. 

Every Penny Matters 

Donation can be made online via our donations page.  

We accept Bank/Wire Transfer as well. 

• Account No: 1015532254 

• Account Name: Media For Community Change 

• Bank: Zenith Bank Plc 

• Currency: Naira. 

USD Account. 

• Account name: Media For Community Change 

• Account Number: 5060229781 

• Swift code: ZEIBNGLA  

• ABA No: 02100089 

• Bank Name: Zenith Bank Plc. 

• Currency: USD 

You can also donate by mail: Media For Community Change Initiative, Suite HF55, Kaura Modern 

Market, Gudu District, Abuja. 

Volunteer and Help Make a Difference 

We have big opportunities for volunteering! 

Volunteers are the unsung heroes of the charity sector and we applaud anyone who is willing to 

give up their time to make a difference to people’s lives. We are committed to aiding development 

here at Media For Community Change Initiative: whether that be for a whole African community or 

for a committed volunteer wanting to learn new skills. 

We are on the lookout for volunteers and have a number of different ways you can contribute and 

help us make change happen.  

The skills we need include but are not limited to:  

• Project Management 

• Social Media Management 

• Data Analytics expert 

• Film Maker, Photography 

• Monitoring & Evaluation 

https://mediaforcommunitychange.org/donate-now/
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 Volunteer for any of our programs. 

 Volunteer in a different way: _______________________________________ 

Please visit our website http://ww.mediaforcommunitychange.org to learn more, or call us at +234-

810-992-3440 or (+234) 813-097-9064. Send this form by mail to our office at Suite HF55,Kaura 

Modern Market, Opposite Prince & Princess Estate, Gudu District, Abuja, Nigeria. 

 

Name:  ____________________________ Phone: ___________________________ 

Email:  ______________________________________________________________ 

Address:  ____________________________________________________________ 

• Administration 

• Fundraising 

• Project Development 

• Blogger & Vlogger 

• Trainer 
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Thank You to All of Our Donors 
We are grateful for everyone that has donate to our organization one way of the other.  

1. Golden Pro Inc. - Nigeria 

Amount Donated - $1000 

 

2. Blue Luxury Investments 

Amount Donated - $150 

 

3. High School Network for Global Philanthropy - United States 

Amount Donated - $270 

 

 

 

Thank You to All of Our Partners 
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